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When Liu Suhong heard this, she felt uncomfortable in her heart, but Chu
Fei’s eyes made her dare not act rashly.
However, Chu Xuan’s next sentence directly caused her mentality to
explode, “Of course, Sister Feifei is now the chairman, and she has not even
changed the car. She still drove the previous Volkswagen, unlike ours. Jia
Rongmin, I opened a Bentley a few years ago, ho ho.”
Liu Suhong was angry at the moment, and stood up and said loudly: “What
are you doing in that yin and yang? Who said that our Feifei can’t afford the
villa in Yulong Bay? We are just saving you face! Since you all said so. ,
We will pay today and buy those two villas!”
Both Han Xuefen and Chu Xuan were dumbfounded. They thought that Liu
Suhong was so bold, and when he was so bold, he dared to say such words.
They couldn’t help but make them feel guilty. Can Fei really spend more
than ten million to buy a villa?
For a while, they dare not speak easily anymore.
And Liu Suhong understood their reaction, got up immediately, and said,
“Why, dare you? I think it’s you who can’t pay? You just pretended to be
wonderful, people who didn’t know, really I thought you were big on the list,
ho ho.”
Chu Xuan was also very upset immediately. She pulled Wang Rongmin
aside and said a few words in a low voice, all kinds of aegyos and pleadings,
and also agreed to some’excessive’ requests, and finally Wang Rongmin
gritted his teeth and agreed.
More than 15 million yuan is indeed a bit too much for him, but not to the
point where he can’t get it. Just a while ago, he negotiated a large order and
returned a large sum of money.
He is also a good face, especially in front of beautiful women, and Chu
Xuan gave him some stimulating conditions, he also couldn’t help but
gritted his teeth and agreed.
Chu Xuan immediately showed a bright smile, sighed hard on Wang
Rongmin’s face, walked back, and said to Liu Suhong: “Okay, madam, I’ll
set it down today, and now we go to the real estate agent. Pay and go
through the formalities.”
Liu Suhong snorted and said to Chu Fei: “Fei Fei, I heard that, let’s pay now
and buy the villa. Then we will have to decorate very high-end, like a
palace!”
Chu Fei couldn’t stand it anymore, she said with some emotions: “Mom!
You said it’s not enough, I said it, don’t buy a villa in Yulong Bay.”
After being trained by Chu Fei, Liu Suhong felt very shameless, and said
angrily, “Hey, what is your attitude? Did you talk to mom like this? Mom
raised you so much. If you have money, you can buy it for mom. Doesn’t a
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villa work?”
Chu Fei saw that Liu Suhong was stunned, let alone 15 million, and now she
couldn’t even get 5 million, she simply said: “It’s not that I don’t want to
buy it, but I don’t have money. How can I buy it for you? ?”
When these words were said, Liu Suhong’s face immediately turned green,
and Han Xuefen and Chu Xuan both laughed so much that it was a gloat.
Listening to the ridicule of Han Xuefen and Chu Xuan’s two mothers and
daughters, Liu Suhong only felt her lungs exploded. Chu Xuan was very
beautiful in her heart when she saw this scene. She probably said loudly to
Wang Rongmin, “My dear, I really dreamed. I don’t even think that I can
really come to Yulong Bay to buy a house. It’s great! It’s my dream to live
in Yulong Bay. Thank you for helping me realize it!”
Han Xuefen also said: “Yes, Rong Min, it is really a blessing for Chu Xuan
to know you.”
And just at this moment, Lin Ziming, who was about to pay a deposit of
200,000 yuan, heard their voices and looked back, staring at each other…
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